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Hello Richard —

Well, it looks like the throes of the season of fall are coming upon us again. It is a great season in New England.

Why not write a few lines to Cindy Cooper as she is in process with the article in the next few weeks — whatever you want to say, I am sure she will consider.

I have a favor to ask — I know that you have a very good memory and coupled with your interest in interior design you probably remember things in great detail. Would you please draw out diagrams of the three floors of (our) the Sheppard house in Boy — I am especially interested in areas that I dimly remember, but would you also put in things of interest, like furniture etc. that you think important. Please, also point out the window where you cut yourself. I would appreciate it.

Best and Peace —
Living Room: sofa, foam green
     sofa, white as ivory, woodwork, dummy wood
     wood-patterned carpet, light tan, fabric-covered

Kitchen: painted, blueish green, rug, the legs white
     floor blue chip, on top of all kitchen tables.
     remnant, the part where I used, brown chintz drapes
     window. The back splash was blue, blue, blue, and presented
     a problem, removing the stone around.

Office was painted, light colored wood panel paper.
     (light green, light colored in W.I., on floor)

Sleeping in tin and skin, was not the antique linen
     which took ground with sandpaper.
     your mother, the wood on floor, they would not have wood
     sanding/By giving the furniture another coat.
     amongst them, with the many, many coat.
Chips between painted dark green, white woodwork
Brown wood paneling lined with cream covering

Guest room
Walls painted dark blue with woodwork
twin beds flanked by cupboards, one above an outer
wall, almost hidden in corners like a cathedral

Sharing same ample cloth weights as before,
wick of cloth, walls same as other

Master bedroom a double frown lost and
wattle life green

Sharing in both room some wood paneling between
so. 400.00 the room

Thick wrap, give yellow twist to lamps,
landing the battens with a slip into kitchen and din. arm

Ladder set by window next wall was lacking of run
need to one staircase made of wood

Washroom in the bathroom dont have to dry expect
ave a big mirror washing the window